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Abstract

We analyze the properties of the inclusive d + p—reactions, with particular interest in
the domain of nucleonic resonances excitation. The calculated cross section and polariza-
tion observables show that it is possible to disentangle the different reaction mechanisms
(w—, cr—, rj — exchange) and bring new information about the electromagnetic form factors
of the deuteron as well as of the nucleonic resonances excitation. Existing data on the tensor
analyzing power are in agreement with the predictions based on the u—exchange model.
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1 Introduction

The ( elastic or inelastic) electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon contain important infor-
mation about the microscopic structure of Ar and N*. As they are the most simple dynamical
characteristics of the nucleon (or N*), they are directly related with the wave functions of N
and yV*. These form factors should help to understand the nature of the transition regime from
the soft physics of the confinement region to the hard physics of perturbative QCD. In general,
the most suitable way to study the k2— dependence of inelastic form factors for 7* + Ar —> N"
transitions (where 7* is a virtual photon) is to measure the different polarization observables
for meson electroproduction processes, like

e~ + N->e~ + B + M (1)

with B + M = N + 7r, A" + 77, A + ir,N +V, A + A', ... where a multipole analysis of the
data is necessary in order to disantangle the contributions of different yV*. Of course similar
analysis are needed in some theoretical models, but a previous work on multipole analysis of
pion photoproduction data has shown that, in principle, this problem can be solved [1].

Due to the isospin non-conservation in hadron electromagnetic interaction, for the full
reconstruction of the isotopic structure of the transitions 7* + yV —y N*(I = 1/2) it is necessary
to study reactions (1) on proton and neutron targets. This induces additional problems specific
to deuteron physics : the knowledge of the spin structure of the deuteron wave function, the
meson-exchange currents, non-nucleonic degrees of freedom, final-state interaction, relativistic
corrections, gauge invariance...So, many simplifications, which are typical for processes (1)
due to their electromagnetic nature may be lost. In this respect hadron induced reactions, in
particular with isotopic spin zero projectiles like

d{a) + p - • d(a) + X (2)

could be an effective method for the study of nucleon structure, complementary to eyV—reactions.
The main problem associated to these reactions is the identification of the reaction mechanism.
However we will show that polarization observables in processes d + p —>• d + X(d + N + TT)
may bring very interesting information.

The simplest polarization observable for the processes d-\-p —> d + X, the tensor analyzing
power T20, has been measured at Dubna and Saclay [2]. The existing data on the differential
cross section [3] for this reaction show the presence of at least two mechanisms in the inter-
mediate energy region ( 2 < £*,-„ < 10 GeV). One is the coherent excitation of d with pion
production (Fig. la), which results in a Deck peak [4], in the energy spectrum of the scattered
deuterons. The isotopic spin of this peak is / = 1/2, but the spin J and the space parity P of
the Deck peak may not have a unique value. The Deck-peak has to decrease when the energy
of the colliding particles increases, while the role of a second mechanism, the N~— excitation,
must become more important. This results in a t — channel exchange by mesonic states (Fig.
lb), with 7 = 0 and with different Jp: <r, 77, u.. . The u;—exchange seems to be the best
mechanism to describe the yV*-excitation: a spin one exchange allows to obtain very specific
polarization phenomena and a energy-independent cross section.

In the framework of this mechanism, it is possible to predict all observables for the reaction
d + p —>• d + X in terms of deuteron electromagnetic form factors and isoscalar form factors
of N —v N* transitions.



Experimentally the study of the .V*—structure by hadronic probe, in comparison with the
electromagnetic interaction has the following advantages:

• large values of cross sections.

• advanced technic of high intensity d, p beams, polarized targets and polarimeters.

• absence of problem of radiative corrections,

• natural selection of isoscalar A"*-excitation,

• different relative role of contributions of the main mechanisms (in comparison with
pion electroproduction): as an example, in eiV-collisions the Roper resonance (RR)
is hidden in the background of a strong A( 1238)—excitation and the extraction of the
longitudinal form factor of the RR excitation is complicated due to the large contribution
of 7T—exchange.

In this paper we will derive the properties of the d + p -+ d + X reaction in the framewowrk
of u>— (<r—, 77-) exchange, with special attention to the polarization observables.



2 General structure of the differential cross-section of
d + p -> d + X

The matrix element M.^\ corresponding to diagram 16, can be written in the following form:

where the vector (and isoscalar) current jjf> corresponds to the uidd vertex and J^ is the
isoscalar current describing the process uj + d —> X. Therefore the cross section can be written
as:

d<T = oeg-a-^TI Z^f' (4)

where:

. }£ = Jld)

and

= (2TT)4 £ I Jls) jl')m5(Pl +P2-P3- P4)dPx
X J

with s = (pi +p2)
2, pis the 3-momentum of the initial d in the center of mass, (CMS), dpx is

the element of the invariant phase space volume of the set X of the undetected particles, <j> is
the azymuthal angle of the scattered deuteron, mu is the u;—mass, w is the invariant effective
mass of X, w2 = p\. Notation of the 4-momenta of the particles are given in Fig. lb. The
overline on jjf) jjfi*, in the definition of Wjfj, denotes the sum over the polarizations of the
final deuteron, the overline on J^ J^* in the definition of WJfJ, denotes the sum over the
polarizations of the X—particles and the average over the polarizations of the initial proton. In
case of unpolarized particle collisions the cross section does not depend on the azymuthal angle,
but in case of polarized beam or polarized target the effect of the polarization is contained in
the 4>—dependence, Eq. (4).

For unpolarized target the following tensor representation holds for W ^ :

(5)

where M is the deuteron mass, p~i = pi — kk-pijk2, k = p\ —p$, and W-fy are the real structure
functions (SF) for the inclusive process UJ + N —> X. These SF's contain the contributions
of isoscalar transitions only. Information on the isotopic structure of N —> iV* transitions
which is contained in the SF's Wf and VV'2 is complementary to that given by 7*p —>• X
and 7*n —> X inclusive reactions: a photon does not have a definite value of isospin, being
a superposition of states with / = 0 (isoscalar photon) and 7 = 1 (isovector photon). This
mixing results in the specific isotopic structure of the SF's. In order to analyze this structure
it is more convenient to consider, instead of W^2, the amplitudes of forward j"N—scattering,

(7* + N -> 7* + N), F(f'N), which are related by w[3} = Xm F(j*N). As a result of the
definite isotopic structure of the hadron electromagnetic current, one can write:

F(j*N) = Fss + Fvv ± Fav, (6)



where the signs ± correspond to p— and n—targets and the amplitudes Fss, Fvl. and Fsv

describe the following transitions:

FSS = F ( 7 ; A ' -»%N). FVV =

One can see from (6) that it is not possible to separate the Fss and Fvv contributions, using
only data about inclusive 7*p—and 7*n—collisions, but, in the framework of LC—exchange
approximation, the nucleon excitation in (2) allows to determine the amplitude Fss separately.
In this respect hadronic processes may be considered as the necessary and complementary tools
to study the isotopic structure of 7*iV—interactions.

The situation with the tensor W ^ is simpler. In order to derive the spin structure of the
current J^' it is more convenient to use the Breit system, where ko — 0 and the 3-momenta

of the initial and final deuteron are collinear: p~i = —p*3 = k/2; t = k2 = —k . Quantities
defined in this system will be noted with " "".

Taking into account the T- and P- invariances of hadron electromagnetic interactions
one can derive the following expressions for the components of the deuteron electromagnetic

currents:

J =

j w = vo{t)Ui • u ; + v2{t)k - d k - u ; ,

where Vo(t), V\{t) and V (̂̂ ) are the real deuteron form factors, k is a unit vector along k,
^1(1/2) is the vector of polarization of the initial (final) deuteron. These form factors are
related to the standard electromagnetic deuteron form factors, Gc (electric), Gm (magnetic)
and Gq (quadrupole) by:

G c - l n G q ) , Vl = ̂ }Gm,V2 = ̂ fi==\-Gc + 2 ( l - l r 1 ) G q ] , rj = - *
3'i-v , 'i v,~m,'< y/TTvl V 3 7 ' J ' ' 4M2

The form factors Gc, Gm and Gq determine the differential cross section of the elastic
ed—scattering:

da a2cos2k

where 6e is the electron scattering angle in the laboratory system, Ee is the energy of the
electron beam, and A(t), B(i) are the deuteron structure functions:

It is more convenient to rewrite the tensor Wjfj in terms of A(t) and B(t) which are the
measured quantities:

5 (-fc. + ̂ r ) B(t) + -ij L, - kj^\ L. - Kk-^) A(t) (8)



Using (4),(5) and (8), one can obtain the following formula for the differential cross section
of d + p —»• d + X:

dtdw2 128 7T2

where:

_ pi -pa -k-p2/2

V~ mM
 r ' r 2 2

2 |_ AmH

= B(t)/A{t), Rl'\t,w2) = -

y'+ />(*>% (9)

- (1 + »;)/?<•)(*, tu2) + \

Here m is the proton mass. The y2—dependence of the differential cross section is a direct
consequence of the spin one a;—exchange in the t — channel. In a general case the inclusive
scattering process p(d:d)X is characterized by 3 independent variables: t, w2 and s. The
dependence of the cross section from t and w2 has a dynamical character and is described by
the corresponding SF's for the ddu— and upX— vertexes. But the s—dependence is definite
and simple:

^ = I^[<-° )WMW)], (ID
where

The linearity of the dependence (9) of the double differential cross section on y2 can be
experimentally tested by a measurement at three different energies of the initial deuteron (3
different values of s), at fixed values of t and w2. This linearity is a direct consequence of the
w—exchange mechanism, and such measurement would be an experimental test of the validity
of the u—exchange mechanism, equivalent to the Rosenbluth fit for electron-hadron scattering.

n
The linear tg2—-dependence of the differential cross section of the e + A—te~+X process is a

result of one-photon exchange (and the P-invariance of electromagnetic interaction of hadrons).
Therefore, in this respect, the 00—exchange for d + p —> d + X and the one-photon exchange
for processes e~ + A —> e~~ + X are equivalent. One can mention that the Rosenbluth fit
allows also to separate the contributions of longitudinal and transversal photon polarizations
to the differential cross section of any process e~ + A —t e~ + X. Similarly, the study of the
y2—linearity of the double differential cross section for processes d + p —> d + X will allow to
separate two different combinations of SF's, a(t,w2) and a(t,w2)p(t,w2). One can see that at
the limit s 3> w2, \t\, Eq. (9) becomes :

<P° a(t,w2)
,. , 2 = 9O 2 , s -» oc, (13)

dtdwz 32 7T2

i.e. the differential cross section becomes s-independent, as it is expected for a t — channel
exchange of a spin-one meson. It is evident that in case of rj— or a—exchange the cross section
has to decrease with s according to:

d2a f{t,w2)
dtdw2

s2 (14)



These different properties should help to sign experimentally the m—exchange contribution.

3 Collinear production of Roper resonance

We have derived the general structure of the inclusive process p(d,d')X in the framework of
the m—exchange mechanism. The results, summarized in Eq. (9) hold for any kinematical
condition, for any state X. if only u;—exchange is present.

Let us now consider a particular case, when X — iV*(1440), with Jp = - , i.e. the Roper

Resonance (RR) excitation. This problem is very actual [5-9], as experiments are under way
in SATURNE and planned in CEBAF in the next future [10-13]. The problem of the selection
of the RR contribution will be treated separately. Here we derive a general method for the
analysis of this problem, in case of collinear kinematics for the reaction d + p -*• d + N*,
i.e. forward and backward scattering. The forward deuteron scattering is determined by
small \t\ mechanisms (like u>—exchange), and it is well adapted to the study of p —v N*
excitation. On the other hand, the backward dp—inelastic scattering is determined by the small
values of of the 4-momentum transferred from the initial proton to the scattered deuteron,u =
(p2 — pz)2- Another mechanism is important in these kinematical conditions, the one-nucleon
exchange, (Fig. 2). Like to elastic backward dp—scattering, this mechanism is sensitive to the
NN*—component of the deuteron wave function.

Applying the conservation of the total spin projection for the collinear processes, five
independent transitions are allowed in d + p —>• d + N*. The general spin structure of the
collinear amplitude can be described by:

M(dp-

F = ifjj^ • u; + if2k -i\k- u; + f3a • Ui x u; +

f4a • Wx xU;-k + h(k -Uia-kxb^ + k-U; a-UiXk), (15)

where k is the unit vector along the deuteron momentum, Xiixt) xs *n e two component spinor
of the initial proton (produced N") and /,-, i = 1 — 5 are the scalar amplitudes, which are
complex functions of t only.

For a fixed m* (mass of N*) the value of t is determined only by the energy of the initial
deuteron. But in a real experiment the energy spectrum of the scattered deuterons corresponds
to different values of t and w2 and for collinear kinematics there is a definite correspondance
between t and w2 = m'2 (Fig. 3).

The spin structure (15) results from P-invariance for strong interactions, in collinear kine-
matics, where the reaction takes place in a 3-momentum direction k only. This formula has
been derived using the spins and parities of d and Nm, it applies then to any mechanism of
the considered process, all the information on the deuteron structure and the iV* properties
being contained in the amplitudes /; . The same spin structure characterizes the threshold
amplitude of the process d + p —> d + N*, where the final particles are produced in the S-state,

1 + 3 +

with angular momentum J and space parity P, J = — and — . As a result the following



partial transitions can contribute:

,- = i , L = 0 -> JP =

5,: = | , I = 2

5, = | I = 2

where Si(L) is the total spin (orbital momentum) of the initial dp— system. In the threshold
region five partial (or multipole) amplitudes describe these transitions and the structure of
the matrix element coincides with Eq. (15), but the amplitudes are different from the /,-.

4 Polarization effects in d -f p —> d + N*

Let us express the polarization observables for the process d + p —> d + iV*, in terms of the
scalar amplitudes /,-, Eq. (15).

Summing over the polarizations of the produced particles and averaging over the polariza-
tions of the protons, we obtain the following expression for the square of the matrix element:

x2 = -LAI2 + |A + /2|
2 - 1 / 3 + /4

Therefore, the differential cross section and the tensor analyzing power T2o are:

-

The interference of the amplitudes / 3 and / 5 results in the inequality between T2o and t2o
(polarization of the final deuteron in an unpolarized collision):

f3f;. (18)

Similarly the dependence of the cross section on the polarizations of the colliding particles can
be written:

dcr (d(T \ * ~ -

dn= [dn)^ + Q^k^ + s
i + k-QxPAJ, Qa = Qabh, (19)



where —— I is the unpolarized differential cross section, S(Qat,) is the vector (tensor)
\dttjo

deuteron polarization, P is the vector proton polarization, A\ — A4 are the real SFs which
characterize the possible asymmetries in c? +^collisions. The asymmetries A\ — A3 are T-even
polarization observables, but the SF A4 define the simplest T-odd polarization characteris-
tic of collinear collisions of vector (d) and spinor (p) particles. Therefore this asymmetry is
nonzero only for the complex amplitudes /; with nonzero relative phases.

The dependence of polarization properties (S', Q'ab) of scattered deuterons from the initial
deuteron polarization is described as follows:

5' = PlS + p2k{kS) + pzQ x fc,
+ PsS*b(Qcdkkd) + PekkiQcdkh) + MhQb + (20)

S x k)b + kb(S x k)a],

where px — p8 are the real SFs, satisfying the condition : 3ps +pe + 2pr = 0, because Q'aa = 0.
These formulas are simpler than in the general case as for non-collinear collisions where the
number of independent coefficients of spin transfer is 52 [14] (instead of 7).

5 t-channel contributions to the amplitudes of d-\- p
d + N*.

The general parametrization of the collinear amplitude is very convenient for the description
of possible t — channel contributions and it will be applied here to the scalar <j, pseudoscalar
77 and vector u mesons. We will perform the calculations in the Breit system, where k0 — 0,
so the space part of the conserved vector current must be transversal.

cr-exchange

The ddcr vertex can be described, in the general case, in terms of two independent form
factors with the following spin structures:

9o(t)Ui • U2 and g2{t)k • Ux k • U2.

Using the evident structure of the p + <r —>• N* vertex: (7,7X2X1? where ga{t) is the corre-
sponding form factor, one can obtain:

, _ gag* , _ 929c , _ f _ , _ n

The tensor analyzing power becomes:

120 ^ 9 2 [ ) 3 \ g \ 2 + \g\2 + 2 g g l '

The surprising result contained in this formula is that it is possible to induce tensor analyzing
power even in the case of a—exchange (spin 0 particle), taking into account high order effects
(interaction with derivatives).



In the framework of the impulse approximation (Fig. 4) the form factor g<i(t) is proportional
to the quadrupole form factor of the deuteron.

7/-exchange

In this case the ddr]-vevtex is characterized by a single spin structure, gi(t)k-1\ x t'.J. and

using the NN*r]-vertex in the form: x\° ' ̂ Xii o n e c a n obtain for the collinear kinematics the
following expressions for the scalar amplitudes /;:

f _ f _ f - f _ n f -h-h-h-h- u, U - r — mv

This spin structure results in T%o = — F , positive and £—independent. The form factor gi(t)

of the ddrj—vertex is proportional to the magnetic form factor of the deuteron in the impulse
approximation.

u;-exchange

The spin structure of the vertex ujdd, Eq. (7), coincides with the corresponding structure
for the ^*dd—vertex. The vector dominance model suggests a simple relation between the
form factors of the uidd and *)*dd—interactions (Fig. 5):

r f ( e m ) m _ e f?{t)

where ~/u is the constant of 7a;-transition, /,• (t) [f"(t)] is the corresponding electromagnetic
[strong] form factor.

The spin structure of the other vertex, uNN* can be parametrized as follows:

Jo = ige(t)xlxu A

J = 9m(t)xtv x k\i,

where the electric (longitudinal), ge(t), and the magnetic (transversal), gm{t), form factors are
proportional to the isoscalar form factors of the N* electroexcitation:

(p) and (n) denote the proton and neutron transition form factors.

The following formulas hold for the scalar amplitudes in the framework of u—exchange:

, h =t — m,, t —

/3 = -U = 7, h = 0.
t -mi

A direct consequence is that, in this particular case T20 = 2̂0- Taking into account that
h + JA = 0, one obtains a simpler expression for T2o (in comparison with Eq. (13)):

T20 = V2 - 1 + 3

10



The lower limit for this observable, T20 = — \/2~, corresponds to /x = / 3 = 0, f2 ^ 0, but
the upper limit T20 = s/2 is not achievable in case of u;—exchange. If f2 = 0, then for any
amplitudes /1 and / 3 ^ 0 this model prodicts only negative values for T2Q. It may be positive

in case of / 3 = 0, and \fi + /2 |2 < | / i | 2 , and its maximum allowed value is T2o = —p when

/1 = -h and / 3 = 0.

Using Eqs. (17) for the amplitudes /,-, T2Q can be written in terms of the electromagnetic
form factors as:

T. - •/?
V* + 2V0V2)r(ty

where the ratio r(t) = gl{t)/g^t) characterizes the relative role of longitudinal and transversal
excitation of N*.

This formula can be easily generalized for the excitation of any nucleonic resonance N*,
(in the framework of w-exchange) as follows:

A2-U)
r(t) = ( 2 5 )

where Ax/2 and A3/2 are two possible transversal form factors of the process 75 + N —> N", 75
is the isoscalar virtual photon and As{t) is the scalar (electric longitudinal) form factor [7].

Moreover Eq. (24) is valid for any inclusive process d + p —>• d + X, with:

r(t)^r(t,w2) = Wi

= -w[[s) 1 -

In the simplest case of X = N + 7r, the SF's W^2 can be calculated in the framework of
any model for the process a;-f./V—>-./V-j-7r, in the resonance energy region.

When r(t) ^> 0 or if the contribution of the deuteron magnetic form factor V\(t) is ne-
glected, then T20 does not depend on the ratio r(t), and coincides with t20 for the elastic
erf-scattering (with the same approximation). In another limiting case, r(t) —y 0, from Eq.
(24) we have:

T20 = --^= ~ -0.35,
2V2

i.e. T2o is negative and t—independent. This situation applies to the RR according to some
theoretical models [5, 6] . All these examples show that this observable is especially sensitive
to the properties of the vertex u + N -> X.

6 Comparison with existing data

In Fig. 6 we report the theoretical predictions together with the existing experimental data.
T2o for p(d, d)X[2] for different momenta of the incident beam is shown as open symbols. These

11



data show a scaling as a function of t, with a small dependence on the incident momentum,
in the interval 3.7-9 GeV/c.

On the same plot the data for the elastic scattering process e~ + d —>• e~ + d [15] are shown
(black stars). All these data show a very similar behaviour: negative values, with a minimum
in the region \t\ ~ 0.35 GeV2 and they increase toward zero at larger \t\. The lines are the
result of the w-exchange model for the d + p —> d + X process, Eq. (24), for different values
of the ratio r, assumed constant.

The deuteron form factors Gc, Gq. Gm, have been taken from [18], a calculation based
on relativistic impulse approximation, and they reproduce well the T2Q—data for ed elastic
scattering [15].

The dashed line corresponds to r = 0, where our model predicts a constant value of
observable in the d + p —> d + X, which is not consistent with the data. All theoretical curves
(corresponding to different values of r) are crossing in two points, at q = 2 and q = 5 /m"1

(q = \f\t\), due to a particular cancellation between the form factors combinations: V-i and
2Vo + V2, in the numerator of Eq. (24). Therefore the positions of these points are sensitive to
the used theoretical models for the calculation of the deuteron electromagnetic form factors.

Our calculation shows a dependence on r, in the range 0.01-2, especially in the region of the
minimum (q ~ 3 fm'1 and in the point where T20 changes sign (q ~ 5 fm~l for r = 0.1 — 0.5
and q ~ 6 fm~l for r = 0.01). The data are more consistent with the value r = 0.1, in the
simplified version of the u;—exchange model with a t—independent ratio r.

The results show clearly that this observable in the d + p —> d + X reaction is mostly
characteristic of the properties of the ddui—vertex, but it depends also on the properties of the
upX-vevtex and can give additional important informations about the electromagnetic form
factors of the nucleonic resonance excitation.

7 Coefficients of polarization transfer in d-\-p —y d-\-X
and p + d -> p + M° + d, M° — a, 77 or TT0.

Let us calculate the (vector) transfer polarization coefficients k% ( with a = x,y or z) from
initial to final deuterons, in the processes d + p —>• d + X, in the framework of a— and u—
exchanges.

In case of a— exchange these coefficients depend only from the ratio rg(t) = g2{t)/go(t)
of the form factors of the <Wcr-vertex. For the nonzero (diagonal) coefficients the following
expressions hold:

, „' r T> 3( 1 + ra) ,,; 3
k k
* " - * * - 2(3 + 2r, + rj)' *' ~ 2(3 + 2rg + rj)'

where the z—axis is along the 3-momentum transfer k. In this case the observables k%' contain
the same information as T20, Eq. (21). Moreover these observables are connected by the
following relation:

^ : ' + ^ ( ^ ' ) 2 = 0. (27)

12



In case of a;—exchange approximation, using the corresponding parametrization of the
u)dd—vertex, one can find the following formulas, for the nonzero polarization transfer coeffi-
cients:

ky _ k*> = 3 V? + (V0V2 + V0
2)r(t)

2 4V? + (Wf + V? + 2V0V2)r(ty

2 4 V? + (3VO
2 + V? + 2V0V2)r(t)'

l~ j

For r = 0 we obtain simply: k* = k^ = kl = | = 0.375 : all coefficients are positive and
t—independent. As in the case of T2o the ratio r(t) contains all the information about the
properties of up —> X vertexes. From Fig. (7), one can see that k*' has a strong q and r
dependence. The point where all lines for different r are crossing is due (as for T2O) to a
special combination of Vb and V2 (see the numerator of Eq. (28)). At q = 0, k^' = 1/2, for
any value of r, as V\ = V2 = 0. The largest sensitivity to r is in the region q > 3 fm~l and
the position of zero crossing is strongly r—dependent.

The polarization properties of the produced protons in the processes p + d —> p+ M° +
d, M° = <r, rj or 7T° depend essentially on the kind of the produced meson and on the quantum
numbers {Jv) of the nucleonic resonance in the intermediate state : p + d —>• N*(JP) + d —¥
p + M° + d. Let us consider the case of Roper excitation, with Jv = | (Fig. 8). The
polarization transfer coefficients for cr-production: p + d —> p + cr + d are :

^ 4 + n V? ( 3 0 )
)r(ty { }

i.e. these coefficients depend only on the momentum transfer t.

On the other hand a dependence from the M°-production angle is contained in the decays
N* (2 ) —>• P + 7T° (or p + 77), with P-wave production of the pseudoscalar meson. In this
case we obtain that all &£ coefficients allowed by the P-invariance of strong interaction are
nonzero:

*r = - 4 ^ , (3D

^ T ^ , (32)

k:' = (1 - 2 c O 5
2 ^ ) i ^ , (33)

t ^ ) ^ ^ , (34)

ki = (sin l ^ j ^ , (35)

where we used a coordinate system with the z—axis along the momentum transfer k, y||n,
with n = k x q, (qis the pion 3-momentum) and x\\n x k.

An important property of the u;—exchange model is the universal dependence of all the k%
from t, through the ratio TZ(t). An experimental check of the ^-dependence of the polarization

13



transfer coefficient would be a signature of the validity of this model. In Fig. 9 the ratio TZ~l is
shown as a function of q, together with the vector transfer coefficient k%' (which is independent
from the IT angle).

In the case of a—exchange it is possible to analyze the spin transfer coefficients in a general
form, with a model independent parametrization, for two possible vertexes: a + N -» a + N
and a + N -»• TT° + N (Fig. 10).

The spin structure of the corresponding amplitudes can be written as follows:

F(<rN ->• aN) = X\(A + ia • nB)Xi,

F(aN -+ irN) = \\{Ca • k + Da • q)Xl,

where .4, B, C, and D are the corresponding amplitudes, depending from three independent
kinematical variables: w (the invariant effective mass of the produced MN— system), cos9v —
k • q, where qis the unit vector along the 3-momentum of M°, and t. In the framework of the
cr-exchange model, the polarization properties of both protons, in the initial and final states,
do not depend from the structure of the dda-vertex, but depend on the amplitudes A and B
for a- production (or on the amplitudes C and D for 7r production).

The vector polarization P of the protons, produced in the collision unpolarized particles
has to be different from zero, in the general case:

- _ 21m AB*
P = n

for <r—production, and
- _ 21m CD"

P = n,

in case of 7r(77)-production. The analyzing powers in p + d-+p + M + d are determined by
the evident relation: Ay = P.

The dependence of the polarization P-2 of the produced proton on the polarization P\ of
the proton beam is described by the following general formulas:

p _ p \A\* - sin*6T

\A\* + siniO^B? ' v w \A\

for cr-production, and

P - P I 2*(££)|C|
1)\C\2 + 2HeCD'cos6ir + \D\2

for 7r°(^)-production.

From these formulas one derives the following expressions for the coefficients k* :

1. cr-production (p + d —> p + a + d):

Ic-y' — 4-1

, _ , _ \A\2-Sln
2eK\

1 ~ ' " \A\2 + sin^lBl2'

k2' = kx' = 2sin29v
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2. 7T°-production (p + d —>• p + n°(r]) + d):

H = - i ,
2sin29I|Z)|2

sin29*\D\

These are general formulas, which can be applied to any resonance. The amplitudes
A, B, C and D depend on the quantum numbers of the Jp of the excited nucleonic resonances
and can be calculated for any resonance. Let us consider two cases:

1 +
(a) RR excitation, with Jp = - ,

(6) iV*(1535) excitation, with Jp = - .

1. a-production (p -{- d —y p + a + d):

We obtain the following amplitudes:

( a ) : A = /(+>(0ft (+)

(b) : A = cos6«B, B =

where g^ is the constant for the decay N* I Jp = - I —>• N+cr, H^(w) is the corresponding

propagator to decribe the Breit Wigner behavior:

^ ) H = _ _ 1
w — m* — i^

for the excitation of N* with mass m* and total width F; f^ are form factors of the vertexes
p -> N" + a.

2. 7T0-production (p + d -> p + TT0^) + rf):

(a): C = 0,D = f^(t)n^(w)gl+K

(b): C = f(-\t)U(-\w)g{-\ D = 0,

where g^ is the constant for the decay N" (jp = 5±) -+ N + n\

We can conclude that any single resonance induces zero analyzing power in the processes
p + d —>• p + CT(TT) + d. Nonzero analyzing powers result from the interference of different
resonances contributions. On the other hand the vector polarization transfer coefficients are
nonzero for a single resonance and depend strongly on Jp and on the produced meson. Using
the general formulas obtained above, we find for the polarizations:

1. cr-production (p + d —>• p + a + d):

(a) : P2 = A-
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(6) : P2 = (-1 + 2cos2ez)P1 + 2n(n • A) + 2cos91TPl x n.

2. 7T0-production (p + d -» p + TT°(^) + d):

(a): P2 = -Pl+2q(q-P1).

(b) : P2 = -P1 + 2k(k-Pl).

In conclusion of this section we give the results for the polarization properties of protons
in processes p + d —>• p + M° + d, induced by the interference of two nucleonic resonances
with Jp = \ , and Jp — | , in the framework of the a—exchange model.

1. (7-production (p + d —>• p + cr + d):

(a) : A = nX, ^ = ( ^ ] (1 + X n • A), A, * 21m erf",

(6) : A ̂  2n x A^e cd*, where:

2. 7r°(/7)-production (p + d

(a) : A = nX, ̂  =
rf

*n • A), A ^ 2Jm

+ ^ • A + kq • A] Tie ab*,(6) : A ==i 2 [-

where we used the following notations:

These formulas show that the analyzing power in p + d collisions (or the polarization of the
final proton, produced in the collision of unpolarized particles) are especially sensitive to the
interference of different nucleonic resonances.

8 Conclusions

We have shown that the a;—exchange mechanism in exclusive and inclusive dp-inter act ions,
d + p —y d -\- N + 7T, d + p —> d + X allows to extract interesting information about the
properties of isoscalar nucleon excitation. This constitutes an essential and complementary
information to the results which can be obtained from ep- and en-interactions in the region of
the excitation of nucleon resonances.

The main problem in the hadron-induced reaction is the understanding of the reaction
mechanism. We suggested here a model independent way to test experimentally the validity
of the u;—exchange mechanism: the linearity of the double differential inclusive cross section
in the variable y2, for the process d + p -+ d + X. The azymuthal asymmetry in exclusive
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processes like d + p —> d + N + IT and in particular the polarization observables should also
help in identifying the u—exchange mechanism.

The reaction mechanism which corresponds to w—exchange is especially important to de-
termine the isoscalar structure of N~ excitation. The electroproduction experiments on neu-
tron and proton targets will not allow to determine completely the isotopic structure of the
7iV—interaction, as the isoscalar information is missing. Moreover the use of a deuteron target
implies the knowledge of specific properties of the deuteron. In this respect the electromagnetic
interaction does not look preferable compared to hadron probes.

Of course, a realistic model to describe processes d + p —>• d + X has to include in addition
to a;—exchange:

• the contribution of rj and a exchanges,

• the excitation of all resonances (with mutual interference), which can contribute in the
mass region of interest,

• contribution of nonresonant background,

• effects of strong interaction in the initial and final state,

• contribution of deuteron excitation ( Deck mechanism)

All these contributions have a complicated spin structure, producing strong interference effects
with large polarization phenomena.

The best way to study the N* structure with hadronic probes seems to be the diffrac-
tive excitation of proton in high energy pp—collisions. A small t— diffractive production,
p-\-p —> X-\-p, (Fig. 11) can be described in terms of Pomeron exchange [16,17], with large cross
section, non decreasing with energy: the contribution of the diffractive dissociation is about
20% of the total cross section for pp-interaction. The phenomenological concept of Pomeron
has described successfully many properties of high energy hadronic interactions: elastic pro-
cesses and difFractive inelastic processes can be explained in the framework of photon-Pomeron
analogy [16,17]. Therefore the subprocess V + p —¥ N + w has to be similar to the process
7* + N —>• N + IT and even simpler as the isotopic spin of V is equal to zero. So the Pomeron
exchange behaves as an isotopic spin separator to sign the isoscalar contributions.

Moreover at large values of s and small values of t the Pomeron exchange mechanism is
free from any large background similar to the Deck-mechanism which is the main background
for d + p —>• d + X at intermediate energies.

One can mention that the process of diffractive excitation (or diffractive dissociation)
unifies the high-energy physics of the specific t—channel exchange (i.e. Pomeron exchange)
with the low energies, i. e. the resonance physics of the processes V + p —>• N + IT. The
properties of this subprocess can be calculated with good accuracy in the framework of the
models which are currently used for the pion electroproduction. Their main ingredients are
the contributions of different N* excitations in the s—channel and some background. The
presence of the isoscalar part of the corresponding N —> N* form factors makes the diffractive
dissociation of proton a very sensitive tool for the test of different models of N* structure and
of the mechanisms of its electroexcitation.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1 Possible mechanisms for d + p —*• d + ft + N: (a) deuteron excitation; (b) proton
excitation.

Fig. 2 One nucleon mechanism for backward deuteron scattering in the process d-\-p —>• d+N".

Fig. 3 Physical region for d + p —y d + X in the plane t — w2.

Fig. 4 Impulse approximation for the add-vevtex.

Fig. 5 Vector dominance model for the deuteron form factors.

Fig. 6 Experimental data for T20 for e~ + d —>• e~ + d and d + p —>• d + X and prediction of
the UJ—exchange model for different values of the form factors ratio r.

Fig. 7 Vector polarization transfer coefficient k* as a function of q, for d + p -+ d + X and
different values of r.

Fig. 8 w-exchange for the process 'p + d —> p + M° + d

Fig. 9 Ratio VJ~X as defined in Eq. (30) (Fig. 9a) and vector polarization transfer coefficient
kv

y , (Fig. 9b) as a function of q, calculated for the process p+d —»• p+ M° + d in the framework
of the u-exchange model for different values of r.

Fig. 10 <T-exchange for the process p + d —t p + M° + d.

Fig. 11 Pomeron exchange for the diffractive dissociation of the proton in the process p+p —>
p + TT + N.
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